
 

 

 

 

 

        ...your way to safety 

 Escape-Mattress® STRETCHER 

 
Advantages Escape-Mattress® Stretcher: 
- Made to measure stretcher made by our own 

Production Department 
- Made of high quality materials (fire resistance 

classification M2). 
- Adjustable foot cover (patent). 
- Extra-long towing straps to help operators with 

improved handling practices. 
- Handgrips to assist with sideways 

manoeuvrability. 
- Carrying people is no longer necessary. 
- Ready for use within seconds. 
- Glides safely down stairs. 
- Easy manoeuvrability. 
- Speed of descent is determined by 

the user. 
- TÜV & CE certified. 
 
Our advice: 
Ensure your stretcher is equipped with an Escape-
Mattress® Stretcher.  
Make it easy for a professional rescue worker to save 
as much time, costs and space as possible.  
 

3 in 1 solution 
…For the 
professional 
 

 

What’s an Escape-Mattress® Stretcher? 
The Escape-Mattress® Stretcher is the perfect piece of 
rescue kit that has 3 FEATURES in 1! A stretcher 
mattress, a drag mattress & carry mattress. This makes 
the rescue for a professional rescuer easier and will also 
save money, time and space. . 
 
How does an Escape-Mattress® Stretcher work? 
The Escape-Mattress® Stretcher, is “made to measure” so 
it can easily  replace your existing stretcher mattress. 
With the towing straps and side handles, it can be used 
directly as an evacuation AND rescue mattress. The great 
advantage is that the mattress fits straight back on the 
stretcher, ready for transport. 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Specifications Escape-Mattress® Brancard 
 

Article number black version: 21100-02 

Dimensions (length x width x thick): ± 180 x 47 x 8 cm 

Maximum payload: 150 kg 

Weight: ± 7,2 kg  

Demonstration and advise provided:  

Ready for use within seconds:  

Speed of descent to be determined by the user:  

Fire resistance classification M2:  

Equipped with headrest, body-covers & foot sack:  

Made to measure to the dimensions of your stretcher:  

Available in black or green:  

3 in 1 solution for the professional:  

Warranty: 2 years 
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Interim changes to technical specifications and printing errors reserved. 
Produced by  Escape Mobility Production & Innovation: TÜV approved organization. 
  
Escape Mobility International BV 
Bocholtzerweg 14C  NL-6369 TG  Simpelveld  The Netherlands 
T +31 (0)45 528 06 70  
info@escape-mobility.com 
www.escape-mobility.com 
 

Adjustable foot cover Handles along the side 

Head support with fixation strap 

Reinforced Base 

Escape-Mattress® Stretcher 


